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NEW FUSION TRIO
TOOTH GEOMETRY

30º Hi-ATB
for slicing through

plywood and melamine

AXIAL SHEAR FACE GRIND
that glides through wood 

and sheet goods with 
minimal resistance

DOUBLE SIDE GRIND
design for delivering 
polished cross cuts

Now the most technologically advanced general purpose 

blade on the market includes an one-of-a-kind tooth 

geometry with 30 degree Hi-ATB, a double side grind design, 

and an Axial Shear Face Grind to produce the ultimate polished 

fi nish with minimal resistance! Whether you’re ripping or 

crosscutting, the next generation Premier Fusion blade is the 

best for fl awless cuts in laminates, melamine, veneered plywoods, 

hardwoods, softwoods, and thick stock lumber.

HOW CAN THE BEST GET BETTER?

with Radical New 
Fusion Trio Tooth Design

Introducing the
Next Generation 
Premier Fusion

For more information visit: www.freudtools.com/premierfusion 
©2014. Red saw blades are a registered trademark of Freud America, Inc. (US) 1-800-334-4107

Item# P410



LAGUNATOOLS.COM

Go to your Woodcraft dealer today to see why
everyone is raving about the 14|Twelve bandsaw

115 Volt, 1¾HP

Oversized Cast Trunnion

Laguna Ceramic Guides

World Class Fit & Finish

Worm Gear Rack & Pinion

Dynamically Balanced Cast Wheels

Enclosed Stand, Hi/Low Rip Fence 

Optional Wheel System & Blades

SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL INDUSTRIAL FLOOD LIGHT

$1,097







 Bamboo-Style Stool
Follow the techniques laid out by expert 

as he turns the 
legs and seat  
of a four-legged 

stool, drills the 
angled holes,  
and assembles 
the parts.
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 Hand Tool Holders

chisels, saws, pliers, scrapers, hammers, 
mallets, and measuring and marking tools.

 Tail-Thumping Beaver

happy push toy. A cam hidden within  

Quick & Easy Duck Call
Choose a hardwood or acrylic blank, buy 

a duck call kit, and 
make your own 
custom quacker in 

under an hour. 
Find the kit and 

accessories in the 
buying guide.

26
 

Easel

A-frame stand. One side 
features a blackboard 
with a chalk tray; the 

other, a drawing board 
equipped with a paper 
roll and supply box.

36



The heaviest. The most powerful. The only saw with an active safety system and 99% dust collection. 
Is it any wonder it has been the number one saw for a decade? Discover the pride of ownership. 

Visit SawStop.com/10

Buy a new SawStop Industrial Cabinet Saw and receive a FREE Standard Brake Cartridge and

TWO FREE SawStop Titanium Blades! Visit Sawstop.com/10 for details.

$200+ in FREE Essentials
Oct 1 - Dec 31, 2014

A
M

E R I C A ’ S  # 1  C A B I N E T  S
A

W

2 0 0 4  T O  2 0 1 4

10
YEARS

FIRST IN SO MANY THINGS 
THAT MATTER.



 

Learn how to work with a local sawyer to 
transform selected trees on your property 

 per board foot!

30

Discover 12 products that you can use to 
trick out your machine and improve its 
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  Crosscut Table
 • Carter & Son  
  Toolworks 

 • Steel City Portable  
  Planer with Helical  

 

  Black Palm
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Add rich color to your next project  
56



“American Made for the 
American Woodworker”

“ULTIMATE” Flush Trim/Pattern Router Bits
“ULTIMATE” Trim Bits are perfect when working with templates 
or when using a router to flush trim matching wood surfaces. 
Whiteside’s compression spiral design, along with a ball bearing 
guide, makes this bit easy to use in the router and produces 
a superior quality trimmed edge. The “ULTIMATE” Trim series 
brings industrial engineered bits, previously manufactured for 
CNC machines, right into your shop. 

7/8" Diameter x 11/8" Cut Length x ½" Shank

ULTIMATE 
Trim Bits

Available at Woodcraft!
For a Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, 
Visit woodcraft.com Or Call 800-225-1153.

154275  (A) Flush Trim
154276  (B) Pattern/Plunge
154274  (C) Combination

(C)(A)
(B)



General Tools & Instruments 80 White Street, New York, NY 10013  |  tel 800-697-8665   |  www.generaltools.com

This is the cutting-edge
Face Frame Jig System

Clamp, drill and fasten 
in one simple set-up! 
This easy-to-use system increases productivity by simplifying 
fabrication of face frames, cabinet doors and other woodworking 
assemblies. In one simple operation, you can align, securely 
clamp, bore pocket holes and screw components together.

Now available through Woodcraft Supply:
woodcraft.com/generaltools



Pro™ 
Pocket Hole Jig
has everything you need to 
make fl ush, corner and angle 
pocket hole joints.

#850

Pro™ 

Doweling Jig
lets you make perfectly aligned 
dowel joints every time.

#851

Pro™

Dovetail Jig
lets you make dovetail 
and box joints —
through or half-blind.

#861

Pro™

Mortise & Tenon Jig
lets you make perfectly 
matched mortise & tenon 
joints with one jig.

#870

Crown King
Crown Molding Jig
helps you make seamless, 
perfectly mitered interior
and exterior corner joints.

#880
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STAND BEHIND YOUR WORK TM

550+  SERV ICE  CENTERS NAT IONWIDE INDUSTRY-LEAD ING WARRANT IES EXPERT TECHNICAL  SERV ICE

SEE MORE AT 
JETTOOLS.COM/17

INTRODUCING THE 17" 
WOODWORKING DRILL PRESS 

DESIGN THAT 
PERFORMS

5 INCH 
SPINDLE TRAVEL

QUICK & EASY
SPEED CHANGES

INTEGRATED
DEPTH STOP

EFFICIENT
POLY-V BELT DRIVE 

©2014 JPW Industr ies All l  Rights Reserved.
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Mailbox

Chime in
Have something to share? 
Send an email to editor@

 

Magazine, PO Box 7020, 
Parkersburg, WV 26102.

—Amy Dallman, marketing 
communications specialist,
Epilog Laser, Golden, Colorado

8

3
8

3

—Bob Straubel, Salisbury, 
Massachusetts

Bob, the reason why the scales 
are 3 8" thick is to allow you to 
custom-form and taper the 
handle to your liking. Larger 
hands require a heftier grip while 
smaller hands might require a 
much thinner handle. There is 
no right or wrong way to shape 
or design your handles. I simply 
provided guidelines to help with 
the proper installation of the 
knife scales, and routed and 
sanded to achieve the shape 
shown. You can leave the rivets 

have done; the choice is yours.
—

Epilog’s lasers’ 
dos and don’ts

Finessing the knife handle

Lock miter 
success story

—Jim Armstrong, 
Columbus, Ohio

Jim, In order for the miter to 
lock, both parts must be routed 
at the same height relative to 
the bit. To use your sled, you’ll 
need to make a matching 
auxiliary base for your router 
table for the face-to-fence cuts.

I don’t think that using a 
sled is worth the extra effort. 
A coping sled might help when 
routing fairly narrow stock, but 
for larger panels, you’ll need to 
ditch the sled and revert to my 
method. I suggest trying my 

that my scrap wood guides 
work almost as well as a sled.

 



Time is Money. 
Spend it Wisely.
Designed with the professional woodworker in mind, 
these Norton Red Heat belts utilize ceramic alumina 
grain which allows them to have a superior cut rate to 
anything on the market.
This ceramic grain “micro-fractures” during the sanding 
process, leaving a razor sharp edge throughout the life 
of the belt. And, it’s symmetrically-shaped design leaves 
a much finer scratch pattern compared to other 
abrasives, allowing for an aggressive cut without deep 
scratches that might be seen after staining or finishing. 
Combine all of this with a heavy cotton backing and you 
have ultimate durability and longevity.
Norton Red Heat is used extensively in the sports/
gymnasium market where cut rate and durability are 
critical, just like woodworking.

Spend less time sanding, increase your productivity and achieve greater results.  
Choose Norton Red Heat for your next project.

RELY ON NORTON 
PRODUCT INNOVATION

www.facebook.com/NortonDIYContractor | www.youtube.com/NortonDIYContractor | www.nortonconsumer.com

Spend less time sanding, increase your productivity and achieve greater results.  
Choose Norton Red Heat for your next project.

Available in 3" × 19", 3" × 21", 4" × 24", 4" × 36" & 6" × 48"
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When miter gauges and crosscut sleds can’t make 

the cut, it’s time to consider stepping up to a sliding 

crosscut table. If you own a SawStop, the decision is 

now a little easier. The manufacturer has engineered 

and that incorporates a host of useful features.

The TSA-SA48’s 471
2" sliding table offers 55" 

of travel. This translates to a full 48" of crosscut 

capacity. (To save space, you can mount the sliding 

full 36" of crosscut capacity.) The 43"-long aluminum 

fence (which can be expanded to 58") can be 

positioned anywhere along the length of the table. A 

The TSA-SA48 slides like a dream, handling 

the heaviest of loads smoothly, thanks to its 

multiple bearings. (When necessary, the sliding 

operation and parallelism to the blade can be 

repeatable cuts you’d expect at this price.

Note: Installation requires cutting your saw’s 
front and rear rip fence guide rails. This can be 
done at any local machine shop inexpensively.

#861677, 

Tester: Andrew Bondi

Super slider
SawStop Sliding Crosscut 
Table TSA-SA48

Hot New Tools

Now 99% More Efficient!  Merlin2® has been completely re-engineered,
inside and out. The new mini-grinder utilizes spiral bevel gears, works

                        harder, longer, cooler, quieter, and produces less vibration.

                  Years in the making, the Merlin2® has been
transformed into a much more reliable

and powerful carving tool that
some msome may consider

to be magical!

• Improved Motor 
• Upgraded Electronics 
• Additional Air Vents
• Larger Cooling Fan
• Textured Gripping Surface
• One Piece Cast Safety Guard 
• More Ergonomic Design• More Ergonomic Design
• Improved Power Cord
        • Switch Housing Guard
                 • Fixed & Variable 
                            Speed Models

It’s A Complete Transformation

katools.com • 800-942-1300                                   A Wizard Of A Tool!



1. 855.923.7326
FOR FRANCHISE INFORMATION, CALL

www.woodcraftfranchise.com

P.O. Box 245, Parkersburg, WV 26102

Mike Sauder
Multiple Woodcraft Store Owner 
Texas

In Texas, you either go big or you go home. And Mike is living proof. After 30 years in 

the travel industry, he took a swing at improving his golf game. But when that didn’t go as 

planned, he turned all his attention to his other love – woodworking. An energetic entrepre-

neur, Mike quickly realized he could turn his hobby into a second career. So when he saw 

franchise opportunities with Woodcraft, one of the most trusted names in woodworking, 

he knew he was about to carve out a whole new future for himself. No wonder. From 

demographic research for a store location to a detailed operations manual coupled with 

ongoing technical and marketing support, Woodcraft provides a complete franchise 

system backed by the most recognized brand in the industry. If you talked to him, 

Mike would tell you that thanks to Woodcraft and a lot of seven-day weeks 

owning and operating six Woodcraft stores, he is truly living his dream. 

Which makes you stop and think, when are you going to start living yours?

After 30 years in the travel industry, it was 
time to move on. So, I turned my passion 

for woodworking into a second career.

F14WD11P
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Hot New Tools

Carter & Son Toolworks photo: Larry Hamel-Lambert

Carter and Son Toolworks tools are a cut above 

most other turning tools. These premium gouges 

and skews are machined from solid M42 high-

speed steel–an extremely durable grade of high-

speed steel that is primarily used for cutting 

other metals. (Carter adds extra cobalt to further 

improve wear and corrosion resistance.) Thanks 

to M42’s super-strength, it can be hardened up 

to 68RC for superior edge retention. When it’s 

time to sharpen, you’ll experience the second 

lose its temper, even when ground red-hot.

long solid aircraft-grade aluminum handles. The 

most surprising detail is that all of the tools come 

razor sharp and ready to use. For example, the bowl 

gouge sports a relief edge. This secondary bevel 

provides extra clearance and prevents catching. 

With the skew, the edge is gently radiused to allow 

for smoother cuts and to help prevent catching.

In addition to the gouge and skew shown, 

the company makes a variety of other tools. 

All come backed with a lifetime guarantee.

5
8

2

3
8

#856869, 3
4

Tester: Ben Bice

Carter & Son Toolworks 
Turning Tools
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The perfect way to cut
logs the traditional way.

The Lynx saw range –  
Available at Woodcraft

Tel: +44 114 2725387

NOVA INFINITY 
MORE POWERFUL. MORE FLEXIBLE

NEW QUICK CHANGE SYSTEM

For more information on the Infinity 
Quick Change System visit 

www.novainfinitychuck.com

The NOVA Infinity Quick 
Change System is the 
ultimate woodturning chuck 
system that will speed up 
your productivity. The Infinity 
System may be retrofitted to 
your NOVA Chuck. See 
website for details.

NO

VA
 INFINITY QUICK CHANGE SYSTEM

NO

VA
 INFINITY QUICK CHANGE SYSTEM

Bowl Jaw Series

Wide Accessory Jaw Range

Saw Tooth Series Smooth Column Series

NEW FEIN MULTIMASTER 350 Q
Experience the Difference. 

Visit your local Woodcraft store 
 to Experience the Difference!

NEW!
Complete technical redesign

$199
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Hot New Tools

Most woodworkers have seen, read 

about, or perhaps even dreamed 

of segmented cutterhead planers. Compared 

to straight-knife cutterheads that hammer 

at boards two or three times per revolution, 

insert knives are in almost constant contact 

with the wood. These smaller inserts may 

take smaller bites, but because they work in 

concert with adjacent cutters, they’re able to 

thickness boards with less noise and less tear-

out than their straight-bladed competition.

Now, Steel City has found a way to incorporate 

this helical head into a fully-functional 15-amp 

planer for less than the price of some segmented 

cutterhead upgrades. The 40200H employs 26 

two-sided high-speed steel inserts arranged in 

a unique staggered pattern. To control snipe, 

the planer also features extra-large infeed 

and outfeed tables, plus a cutterhead lock.

A set of knife inserts should last as long as 

standard knives. However, should you get a nick, 

simply rotate the damaged knife to expose a 

new clean edge, and you’re back in business.

#842713, 

Tester: Andrew Bondi

Smooth operator
Steel City 40200H 13" Portable  

World’s Best Selection of 
Exotic Turning Wood 

and Lumber
 
 

 www.cookwoods.com

 1-877-672-5275

Australian Red River Resin Gum Burl 
(Eucalyptus camaldulensis) is hard, 

heavy and dense with beautiful voids.

by Leigh
Router Table Dovetail JigNEW!NEW!

 

leighjigs.com 800-663-8932The new Leigh RTJ40
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10 Square 
Foot 
Project 
Packs Available...
Domestics & Exotics

Purpleheart,
Zebrawood,
Paduak, Bocote,
Curly Soft Maple...
and many other species
including Bubinga
and Canarywood!
1 8", 1 4", 3 8" and 3 4" thickness
by random widths (3-8") wide 
and random lengths (18-36").

www.westpennhardwoods.com
230 S. Clinton Street
Olean NY 14760
Phone: 716-373-6434

Like us on Facebook!

Premium band sawmills from only $4397. Get your Free Info Kit.
info@NorwoodSawmills.com | 1-800-567-0404 EXT. 653
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Tricks

Share a Slick Tip.  
Win Cash or a Prize!

and get rewarded for 

next issue’s Top Tip award 
will receive a 

. All 
 

 for a non-

of 

Tips & Tricks, ,  
 

or visit 

When it comes to hand-cutting 

dovetails, precision matters. For 

shoulders and the tail cheeks 

rule depth 
gauge

mortises, and other recesses, its —Ric Hanisch, Quakertown, 
Pennsylvania

 ...or closely 

Forrest sets the standard for excellence 
with these latest top-quality blades:

• Ply Veneer Worker. Best for rip 
and cross cutting two-sided plywood 
(fi nished or unfi nished) and cross 
cutting solid woods. Has 70 teeth, 10º 
hook, high alternate top bevel grind.    

• Woodworker II 48-Tooth general-
purpose blade. Has a 20º face hook, 
25º bevel, and sharp points for clean, 
quiet cross-grain slicing.  

 • “Signature Line” Chop Master 
for quiet, precise cutting and less splin-
tering. Has 90 teeth, a -5º hook for feed 
rate control, and re-designed angles.

• 2- & 4-Piece Finger Joint Sets. 
Each reversible, interlocking 8” blade 
has 24 teeth. Ideal for rabbets and 
grooves. Sets make 3/16” and 5/16” 
cuts or 1/4” and 3/8” cuts.

• Thin Kerf Dados for clean cutting 
3/16” to 1/4” grooves in thin plywood 
and man-made materials. Available in 
two-piece and three-piece sets.

Our blades are American-made and 
have a 30-day, money-back guarantee. 
Custom sizes available. Order from 
Forrest dealers or retailers, by going 
online, or by calling us directly.  

www.ForrestBlades.com   1-800-733-7111 (In NJ, call 973-473-5236)
 © 2014 Forrest Manufacturing        Code WC





When adjusting the thrust guides 

on a bandsaw, the aim is to set 

them just a few thousandths of 

an inch behind the blade. The 

principle is that the back of the 

blade should touch the guides 

only when the blade is cutting–

not when it’s freewheeling. The 

typical approach is to hold a 

dollar bill against the rear of 

the blade and then move the 

bearing up against the bill. This 

is great in theory and would 

blade was dead-straight, but 

it very often isn’t, and wavers 

fore and aft during the cut.

bearing up lightly against the 

blade while slowly rotating the 

bandsaw wheels by hand (with 

the saw unplugged). Then, while 

observing the bearing, back it 

off until it stops spinning and 

then continue to back it off 

just a hair more. If it’s hard to 

detect the rotation of a bearing, 

simply strike a few lines across 

its edge with a thick marker. 

After locking in the bearing’s 

location, double-check that 

the locking screw didn’t shift 

the bearing forward. Done.

—Paul Anthony, senior editor

22 woodcraftmagazine.com 

Tips & Tricks

ENGRAVE IT. CUT IT. MARK IT. 
The finishing touches start here.

Creating your own custom cabinet and wood finishing 

designs has never been so easy. Epilog’s versatile 

laser systems allow you to etch and engrave intricate 

designs and inlays in a matter of minutes. 

3D Engraving Photo EngravingInlays

To request a brochure, DVD, and samples, contact us at: 
epiloglaser.com/woodcraft • sales@epiloglaser.com • 888-437- 4564

Desktop systems starting at $7,995

Golden, Colorado

Adjust thrust bearing 
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The American Woodshop
with Scott & Suzy Phillips

Season 22 - 
Scott And Suzy – 
Bringing It Home

Fantastic Home Accents – 
Hand Skill Builders

The American Woodshop Is Sponsored By:
Kreg Tool Company, Woodcraft Supply,

Gorilla Glue, Easy Wood Tools & O’Keeffe’s Working Hands
© 2015 Sylvan Tool Works, Inc. All Rights Reserved

Presented by - WBGU Public Television
WBGU Public Television presents 13 PBS TV shows of The American 

Woodshop “Scott And Suzy – Bringing It Home.”

Season 22 shares woodworking tips for every skill level. Techniques 
include: turning, joinery, tool tune-ups, making jigs, bench building, 

furnituremaking and cabinetmaking! It’s Tool Time!!!

wbgu.org/americanwoodshop

312-666-0640
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UL-approved knot 
provides strain relief 
to prevent cord from 

Tips & Tricks

UL-approved 
lamp cord knot
If you make lamps (or simply 

repair them on occasion), it’s 

worth knowing how to make 

an  Underwriters Laboratories 

approved knot. All commercially 

sold lamps include a UL-approved 

knot at the end of the electrical 

cord within the lamp socket. 

It’s designed as strain-relief to 

prevent a yanked cord from 

disconnecting from the socket, 

as the knot cannot be pulled 

through the socket nipple. As 

shown in the drawing, it’s “knot” 

hard to tie, so why “knot” use it?

—William Stetson, 
Roanoke, Virginia

Robert Sorby,
Athol Road, Sheffield S8 0PA, England.

Tel: 44+ 114 225 0700
Fax: 44+ 114 225 0710

E-mail: sales@robert-sorby.co.uk
Web site: www.robert-sorby.co.uk

Proudly made in Sheff ie ld, England

The Robert Sorby
TurnMaster is the first tool in
the world to combine three
cutting edge technologies in
one flexible tool.

Cutters are available in
tungsten carbide, titanium
nitride (TiN) and high speed
steel (HSS) providing
unsurpassed range to
woodturners at every level.

a cut above…
Robert Sorby

Benefits:
• All cutters interchangeable with one tool
• Unique* indexable cutting head for three scraping options
• Interchangeable cutter head – no need to buy whole new tool
• Flat underside for stability
• High tensile torx screw / key for quick cutter release
*Patent pending

CARBIDE: TITANIUM: HSS
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Yes, with Optimized Filters from… 

Can Your Old Dust Collector 
Work Better Than A New One? 

(800) 367-3591   americanfabricfilter.com

We Design & Fabricate  
Custom Filter Bags That

REALLY WORK! 

•• Optimum PerformanceOptimum Performance

•• Low MaintenanceLow Maintenance

•• Custom DesignsCustom Designs

•• Cleaner AirCleaner Air

•• Longer LifeLonger Life

•• EconomicalEconomical

•• Best Size & FitBest Size & Fit

•• Proudly Made In USAProudly Made In USA

Cyclones, Stand-Alones, Polybags, Baghouses & More 
1-Micron Filtration 

American Fabric Filter Co. 

Innovative Solutions for all your Woodworking Needs

ACCURIGHT® BAND SAW 
™

® 

PERFECT SPHERE™
Sphere Turning System

Band Saw Accessories

Circle Cutter

Band Saw Blades
Band Saw Tires

and More!

WOODWORKING INNOVATIONS FOR OVER 80 YEARS

Vessel Support System
MultiRest®

Shown with Hollow Roller®

Vessel Turning System

Patents Pending Patent Pending

®  II ™ Center Master™
Blank Creation System

Shown with Carter Circle Cutting Jig

Deep Vessel Turning System
HOLLOW ROLLER®XL

Shown with MultiRest® XL
Vessel Support System

Modular Face Plate System Vessel Turning System 
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Luring ducks to close shooting 

range has been a centuries-

old quest for wildfowl hunters 

everywhere. For lathe-owning 

duck hunters, that quest has just 

gotten a bit easier (and more 

fun) with the call insert kit parts 

shown at right. Designed for 

close-in calling, the assembled 

call (insert and barrel) creates a 

raspy duck sound that mallards 

can’t refuse. The insert slips 

into the barrel–either wood 

or acrylic–that you turn at the 

lathe. Two accessories you can 

add are a metal accent band to 

prevent the barrel from cracking 

and a lanyard for hanging 

the call from your neck.

Note: To make quick work of 
the barrel turning, use a pen-
turning mandrel and the duck 

both in the buying guide.

Form the barrel
1 Prepare or buy a 11

2 × 11
2 × 3" 

 hardwood or acrylic blank. 

Mark the center at one end of 

the blank, and drill a 5
8" through 

hole (Photo A). (I clamped a drill 

press vise to the table for this.) 

If using acrylic, drill the hole at a 

slow speed to avoid melting. Back 

out the bit to clear the debris.

2 Mount the blank on the 

mandrel using the duck call 

tooling kit (Figure 1). Snug up 

the components. Ensure that 
the tailstock’s live center is 

turning on the lathe. 
(I cut the center tube of the 

kit to 1
2" long to accommodate 

the blank length.)

Quick & Easy Duck Call
Turn a barrel, add the kit parts, and get quacking.
By Byron Young

Kit Components and Accessories
The call kit consists of a 
1) polycarbonate insert, 
2) short Mylar reed, 3) long 
Mylar reed, and 4) rubber 
wedge. Accessories include a 
5) lanyard and 6) metal band. 
Find them in the Convenience-
Plus Buying Guide. The inserts 
and bands are available in 

1
2

3
4

5
6

Banded acrylic call
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3 With the lathe running 

at approximately 2,000 

rpm, use a roughing gouge 

to round the blank. Work 

the cutting edge from end 

to end, turning the cylinder 

to the widest diameter 

of 13 8" (Figure 2).

4 Trace or make a copy 

of the Barrel Template 

in Figure 2 on a piece of 

cardboard. Cut the template 

to shape. Now, at 2,500 

rpm, round the insert end 

of the blank with a spindle 

gouge in keeping with the 

template (Photo B).

5 Measure 1
2" in from the 

cylinder’s insert end, and, 

with the lathe running, 

use a pencil to mark the 

location of the lanyard slot. 

Make the second mark 1
8" 

Photo C).

Figure 1: Lathe Setup

A B

C

Headstock

Pen mandrel

1 4 × 13 8" brass tubes, 
5 8"-dia. × 1" rubber sleeves.

Washer

Tailstock

Knurled nut

1 4 × 13 8" 
brass tube

5 8"-dia. × 1" 
rubber sleeve

11  × 11  × 3" 

5 8" hole

1 4 × 1 " 
brass tube 

3 8

Figure 2: 

Wire-burned 
lines

1 8" lanyard slot, 
1 8" deep

1 8" lanyard slot, 
1 8" deep

11 4"-dia. 
metal band

11 16"

3"

13 8"

11 8"

3 16"1 16"1 8"
3 8"

3 16" 1 8" 3 8"
1"

5 8" through hole

Mouthpiece end

Insert end
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6 Use a spindle gouge 

to establish where the 

barrel’s taper begins beyond 

the slot (Photo D).

7 Now, rough-shape the tapered 

portion of the barrel with a 

roughing gouge, moving the 

tool’s cutting edge “downhill” 

from the widest to the 

narrowest portion (Photo E).

8 Round over the mouthpiece 

end of the barrel with the 

spindle gouge (Photo F), and 

shape and smooth the barrel.

9 Double-check the 

barrel’s shape against the 

template (Photo G).

10 Cut the 1
8" lanyard slot 

1
8" deep using a parting tool 

(Photo H). With the lathe 

with the surrounding wood.

11 Sand the barrel. For 

American hardwoods–such 

as maple, cherry, or walnut– 

sand through 320 grit. For 

oily exotic woods such as 

cocobolo, sand through 

800 grit. For acrylic, sand 

through 1200 grit, using 

wet-dry Micro-Mesh 

cushioned abrasives.

12 To add decorative burn 

lines, mark the barrel, where 

shown in Figure 2. Using a 
1

32") crease 

in the wood to guide the burn 

wire (Photo I). Increase the 

lathe speed to 3,000 rpm, and 

hold a wire to each crease to 

help the wire track (Photo J). 

(I made a simple wood wire 

holder to avoid being burned 

when the wire heats up. In 

lieu of that, you could hold 

the wire with vise grips.)

13 Finish the wood. (I applied 

a clear, soft paste wax with my 

 

paper towel at 1,000 rpm. 

I followed this with a harder 

coat of carnauba wax (Photo K) 

and buffed it with a paper 

towel to a pleasing shine. 

For an acrylic call, I use four-

step Polarshine Woodturner’s 

Polish. Remove the barrel 

from the mandrel.

D

F

E

G

Turning The Tenon 
For The Band
If you intend to add a metal 
accent band, refer to the 
Alternate Barrel with Band in 
Figure 2 for the dimensions. 
Note that the lanyard slot is 
located further in from the end if 
the band is added. Use a bedan 

tenon. With the lathe stopped, 
check the tenon’s diameter with 
a caliper. It needs to match the 
inside diameter of the band. 



Assemble  
the duck call
1 If installing a band, apply CA 

glue to unwaxed barrel tenon 

2 

3  

4 

■
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Convenience-PLUS BUYING GUIDE
 1. STAT Premium Duck Call Turning Kit, 

Green Polished (Note that inserts come in 
#159352 $11.99

 2. Chrome Accent Band, Knurled 
(Note that bands come in 3 colors 

#159362 $7.40

 3. STAT Premium Duck Call Lanyard #159365 $1.99

 4. STAT Premium Duck Call Tooling Kit #159364 $7.99

 5. Whiteside Pro Pen Mandrel, #2 #157776 $39.99

 6. Staples Crystal Clear Paste Wax, 16 oz. #07K41 $12.59

 7. Beall Carnauba Wax Bar #141071 $6.99

 8. Mirka 4Pk Polarshine Turner’s Polish, Coarse, 
Medium, Fine, Extra Fine

#154480 $19.99

Above items are available at Woodcraft stores, woodcraft.com  
Prices subject to change without notice.

H

J

I

K

About Our 
Designer/Builder
When he’s not 
serving as the 
director of the 

Lung Center at 
the Charleston 
Area Medical 
Center, West Virginian 
Byron Young is at his lathe, 

deer calls, ornaments, and a 
variety of other impressive 
turnings that he sells at 

Online Extra
To see the duck call 
video scan the 
QR Code at right or 
visit  
and click on Online Extras.
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Imagine walking into a lumber 

dealer’s show room and having 

 

 

 

By Dave Boyt



Here are just some of the woods I harvest around the Joplin, Missouri, area.  
The samples include: 1. catalpa, 2. sassafras, 3. sweetgum,  
4. spalted sycamore, 5. mimosa 6. Osage orange, 7. quartersawn sycamore,  
8. hickory, 9. honey locust, 10. walnut, 11. black oak, and 12. mulberry.
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well as less common gems–what 

I call “backyard exotics.” (See 

“Less Common Gems,” above) For 

those of you who have a variety of 

trees growing on your land, you 

may have all the woodworking 

woods you’ll ever need. All you 

lack is the equipment and know-

how to transform the resource 

into usable stock. That’s why 

teaming up with a sawyer (as T. 

J. Palmer of Joplin, Missouri, did 

when he hired me to mill logs he 

had cut from his woodlot) makes 

sense and is the safest way to go.

By working with a sawyer, 

you can determine how you 

want to slice the wood for 

best effect. You may want to 

quartersaw a white oak log 

in a walnut for a stunning 

accent table. Perhaps granddad 

planted a tree a half century 

ago, and you want to transform 

its wood into an heirloom 

bowl or furniture piece in his 

memory. The reasons abound for 

harvesting homegrown woods.

Less Common Gems

1
2

3

4
5

6

7

8
9

10
11

12

candidate for harvesting, 

keeping these pointers in mind:

• Size: Most portable sawmills 

can handle logs between 10" 

and 30" in diameter, but a 

few will cut logs outside that 

range. The ideal log length 

runs between 8'4" and 12'4".

• Form: Straight logs give the 

best yield if you are looking 

for straight boards. Curved 

logs can be cut lengthwise 

to produce curved slabs 

with natural edges that 

make interesting benches, 

bar tops, and accent 

tables. Crotches can yield 

spectacular feathered grain.

• : 

Most sawyers know the 

local species, but all bets are 

off with ornamental trees, 

which may come from half-

way around the world. Rely 

on the Audobon Society Field 
Guide to North American 
Trees as a reference for 

identifying native species.

• What to avoid: Trees that 

branch out low make poor saw 

logs. If the tree has been dead, 

it may have rot or be hollow. 

Consider the tree’s origin 

(urban vs. forest.) Urban trees 

are notorious for containing 

metal. Scan suspect logs with 

a metal detector. They could 

have fence wire, nails, or 

even a steel post embedded. 

Finally, don’t mill branches, 

even if they’re big and 

straight. They contain stress 

and may warp beyond use.
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Finding trees
Make sure you really want 

to remove the tree for 

woodworking stock. I would 

never recommend an urban 

tree be cut down just to make 

something out of it. Still, if you 

have a dead or dying tree, or one 

that otherwise needs removal, 

why not make the most of it?

Beyond your property line, 

keep an eye open for trees 

marked for removal. Knock on 

a neighbor’s door to ask about 

a tree. Sweeten the deal by 

offering the owner a bowl or 

other piece made from the wood. 

those who burn wood in their 

to haul the logs home, don’t bite 

off more than you can chew.

Felling trees
Leave the hazardous business 

of felling a tree to a bonded and 

insured tree service with the 

right equipment to do the job 

safely. Your portable sawmill 

case, avoid doing it yourself 

with a chainsaw. There are 

too many risks. Tree services 

can be expensive, but they 

earn their pay! Tell them 

what you want done. Once the 

tree is cut into usable logs, 

seal the ends (Photo A).

Finding a sawmill
There are thousands of portable 

and custom sawmills across the 

country. Do a web search for 

those in your area. The state 

forest products association, 

Department of Conservation,  

and SawmillFinder.com 

are good resources.

Arranging for milling
When you talk to a sawyer, 

describe the size and number 

of logs accurately. Be up front 

about them coming from a yard. 

Many sawmills will refuse to 

cut yard trees because of the 

high probability of hitting nails 

and other embedded metal. 

Others take it in stride, but will 

expect you to pay for a new 

blade) if they strike metal.

Keep the logs clean. Dragging 

them on the ground crams 

dirt in the bark, which is 

hard on bandsaw blades. Lift 

the logs and carry them, if 

possible. Even lifting one end 

while moving them helps. It’s 

easier on your yard too.

Most sawyers charge from 

¢ ¢ per board foot, 

which works well for straight 

logs. Charging by the hour is 

the most reasonable way to 

deal with specialty cuts such 

as crotches, short pieces, and 

quartersawing, since they 

require more handling. The 

hour. Other charges may include 

transportation and setup fees 

if the sawyer brings the mill to 

you. Still, you should beat the 

75¢ per board foot cited earlier.

If the customer is willing, 

I’ll put him or her to work off-

bearing the boards. I generally 

enjoy having the customer 

work with me, especially when 

cutting unusual wood, because 

we can discuss the various 

possibilities. Some sawmill 

operators have strict rules 

about what a customer can do 

because of liability issues.

To get the most out of your 

logs, know ahead of time what 

you want as an end product.  

The sawyer will cut accordingly, 

accounting for shrinkage as 

the wood dries and the loss 

of wood from planing. If you 

make a cut list and let the 

way to mill what you need.

A



Several choices lay before 

you when harvesting the 

bounty of backyard woods:

Hauling your logs  
to the sawmill
If you just have a few logs and 

a way to move them, you can 

save some money by bringing 

them to the mill. I schedule a log 

drop-off so that the customer can 

deliver the logs and return home 

with the boards all in one trip.

Just loading the log on a 

trailer can be a wrestling match, 

involving winches, ramps, and 

other equipment. And you’ll 

need straps. Heavy ratchet 

straps used by truckers are 

great. Hauling logs and lumber 

puts a serious responsibility 

on you. Make sure your vehicle 

has adequate towing capacity 

and that the trailer is rated for 

the weight of your logs. On the 

return trip, be sure the load is 

securely strapped down and 

that the straps put pressure 

evenly across the boards.

Have a portable  
mill come to you
If you don’t have a safe way 

someone with a portable 

sawmill to come to you, as 

shown on page 30. To help the 

sawyer’s job go smoothly, pile 

up or line up the logs on level 

ground to give him plenty of 

area to work in–at least a 30' 

square. Provide logs for blocking 

and 1 × 1" stickers to air-dry 

the sawn boards. Stage the logs 

so that the sawyer cuts the 

you may not get to all of them.

Do-it-yourself  
chainsaw mill
If you decide to mill your 

own logs, consider a 

chainsaw mill (Photo B).

The minimum size saw 

recommended is 70 cubic 

centimeters (c.c.), but most 

mills run saws over 100 c.c. The 

bar needs to be longer than the 

widest diameter you will cut, and 

you need a special ripping chain. 

Add to this the safety gear (chaps, 

helmet, and steel-toe boots), and 

chainsaw mills to cut logs where 

move the log one board at a time.

Working with a  
shop bandsaw

be used for milling small logs. I 
recommend a 1"-wide resaw blade 

to 2 teeth per inch would work 

well for more powerful saws. The 

key is to use a sharp blade and to 

feed the log through at a steady 

pace. One way is to pass  

a manageable log over the  

 

and then use the fence on the  

bandsaw to cut your boards.  

If you mill regularly, make a  

right-angle sled (Photo C).  

Secure the log with screws 

through the sled’s fence and 

into the log’s waste area.
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Use a chainsaw mill to slice up a 
few logs or logs in heavily wooded 
areas that are hard to get to 
with a portable bandsaw mill.

B

Run the log-bearing sled along the saw’s fence (or a clamped-on 

C



Wood can be cut so as to bring 

out the best grain and physical 

properties. The sawyer can 

the cuts you want. As shown 

in Figure 1, here are your 

cutting and grain options:

• Plainsawing cuts the wood 

tangential to the growth 

yields V-grain patterns in 

to cut wide boards thicker. 

down the center before 

planing, and then jointing 

wood or otherwise bring 

about 7% for use indoors.

• Quartersawing cuts the wood 

perpendicular to the growth 

rings. This “vertical grain” 

being less prone to cupping. 

the wood rays yield beautiful 

• Flitch-cutting
the boards while leaving the 

natural edges. This wood can 

be challenging to work with, 

since you do not have a straight 

edge for reference, but it is a 

favorite of rustic woodworkers 

advantage is that pieces can 

grain pattern that creates 

stunning tabletops. Flitch-

cutting is especially useful 

for crotch wood, as shown in 

Photo C, and for curved logs.
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I like to spread water on freshly cut crotch slabs to reveal the 

C

 Flatsawn boards
 Boards with pith (tend to 

have cracks and warp more)
 Quartersawn boards (most 

stable and can have figure)

 Riftsawn boards (with growth 
rings from 45° to 75°)

 Slab or waste wood (for 
rustic projects or firewood)

 Flatsawing is where a log is 
squared into a cant, and then cut 
into straight-edged, flatsawn boards 
with arcing end grain. (Most common 
and efficient method of cutting.)

 Flitch-cutting slices boards in 
sequence from top to bottom. It 
yields the widest boards,keeps 
the natural edges, and gets the 
most out of a log. Board edges 
may require trimming later.

 Quartering, or quartersawing, 
is where a log is cut into quarter 
sections and then the quarters are 
sliced, yielding more quartersawn 
vertical-grain boards. More initial 
handling at the saw is required.

 Quartering and turning means a 
quartered log is turned 90° after each 
cut to yield the most quartersawn 
lumber. A lot of work is required by 
the sawyer resulting in added costs.

A

C

D

B

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

5

5 5



As soon as you cut a log, seal it 

as covered earlier. It’s best to 

mill the log as soon as possible 

after the tree has been felled. 

This is critical for species, such 

as hickory and sycamore, that 

decay quickly. Oak–especially 

white oak–is more durable. I 

have milled walnut that has been 

on the ground for at least eight 

years. The sapwood has rotted 

off, but the heartwood is still 

solid. If you can’t mill the logs 

within a few weeks, store them 

off the ground to avoid decay.

Air-Drying
Once you mill the wood, air-dry 

it. In hot, humid environments, 

fungus will be noticeable within 

24 hours. The ideal location for 

air-drying wood is a level area 

out of direct sunlight with good 

air circulation. If possible, start 

with a layer of plastic on the 

ground to keep ground moisture 

from coming up through the 

stack. Then, place 4'-long 6×6 

timbers, distributed evenly on 

20" centers for 1"-thick boards 

(Photo D). Place a 3
4"-1" × 1" × 4' 

“sticker” (spacer) on top of each 

of the timbers. The 20" spacing is 

required to keep the boards from 

layer of boards. They should be 

of the same thickness so that the 

the next layer. The 3
4" or greater 

gap between the boards should 

guarantee good air circulation. 

When the layer is complete, place 

another set of stickers directly 

above the ones that support the 

layer below to distribute the 

weight evenly. If possible, put 

material over the stack to keep 

moisture off. Weigh it down 

with cement blocks or water 

barrels to reduce warping. Now 

comes the hard part–waiting. 

The rule of thumb is one year 

for each inch of thickness, 

though this varies with climate 

and species. Note that this 

conventional stack disregards 

the cutting order of the boards.

To maintain the cutting order, 

“European” method (Photo E). 

This reconstructs the log with 

stickers between the boards for 

air circulation. The advantage 

is that it keeps the log together, 

making it easier to book-match 

possible to mill to different 

makes its own layer. The slab on 

top provides natural protection 

from rain. Use a ratchet strap 

between each column of stickers, 

and tighten it down once a 

week as the wood shrinks.

Kiln-Drying
The best way to keep track of 

the wood moisture content is to 

use a pin-type moisture meter, 

wood drops to 12%, it will not 

air-dry further in most locations. 

For the moisture content to match 

the indoor humidity of your home, 

bring the wood indoors and use 

a fan for air circulation, build a 

small kiln, or send it out to be kiln-

dried at 30¢ ¢ a board foot. ■
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Playtime 
Easel
Biscuits and knock-down hardware 
make for an easy build.
By Andy Rae
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Figure 1: Easel Exploded View

What’s more fun than to 

build a child’s easel and watch 

your kids get creative? This 

stand-up play station offers two 

artists’ areas: a blackboard with a 

chalk tray for spur-of-the-moment 

designs and a more studious side 

equipped with an almost limitless 

roll of drawing paper and a 

supply box, ready for lasting 

creations that can be separated 

from the roll via a clever tearing 

mechanism. Fun, colorful shapes 

face-glued to the frame entice 

youngsters to play. Two of these 

with magnets that mate with 

magnets in the drawing panel 

to hold down the corners of 

the paper. I used cherry for the 

solid-wood parts of this project, 

but any clear and relatively 

straight-grained hardwood will 

do. This easel is fun to build 

and makes for an enjoyable 

weekend project. Consider 

enlisting a young’un to help.

1 8" round-over

1 2" rare-earth 
magnet

#20 biscuit

1 2" hole, 
9 64" deep

hinge

Center block and 7"
6"

13 4"

Blackboard 
frame

65° bevel

13 4"13 4"

78°

3"

1" dado,
3 8" deep

Cross 
dowel

Cross 
dowel

Connector
bolt

1 8" down from 

7"

Box

Chalk tray
2"

3" connector bolt33 8"
1 4"-dia. hole

2"
13 32"-dia. 
hole

21 4"
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Make the 
frame and panels
1 Mill the stiles (A), rails 

(B, C), and panels (D, E) to 

the sizes in the Cut List.

2 Ease all the edges on 

the stiles, rails, and panels 

with a 1
8" round-over bit.

3 Sand the stiles and rails 

through 220 grit, as well 

as the panel faces–but 

not the panel edges.

4 Lay out the holes for the 

magnets in the drawing panel 

(D) and in the top rail (B) above 

it, as shown in Figure 1. 

Bore the holes to a depth 

of 9
64", using a 1

2"-Forstner 

bit in the drill press.

5 Lay out and cut slots for #20 

biscuits in the stiles, rails, and 

panels, approximately where 

shown in Figure 1. Adjust the 

cutter to center the slots across 

the panels’ thickness, with the 

exterior faces oriented upward, 

and referencing the joiner’s 

fence, as shown in Photo A.

6 Spray one coat of blackboard 

paint on the exterior face of 

the blackboard panel (E). 

After this dries, scuff-sand 

with 320 grit. Then spray on 

another coat, and let it dry 

for 24 hours before handling. 

To “charge” the unsanded 

surface before assembly, rub 

a piece of chalk lengthwise 

over it, and then wipe off the 

excess with a chalk eraser.

Assemble the 
frames and panels
1 Initially assemble the 

blackboard panel frame, as shown 

in Photo B, applying glue in the 

biscuit slots and along the mating 

edges of the assembly parts.

2 Unclamp the stile, and place 

the assembly onto bar clamps. 

Pull the joints home, and check 

Photo C) 

before leaving the frame to dry.

3 Repeat the procedure for the 

drawing panel frame assembly.

Make the box and tray
1 Mill the box and tray parts (F, G, 

H, J, K, & L), except for the corner 

blocks (I), to the dimensions in 

the Cut List, mitering the sides 

(G), the box bottom (H), and the 

aprons (J, L) to 12°, as shown 

in Figure 3. Don’t rip the 12° 

bevel on the tray (K) for now.

2 Bevel the aprons (J, L) on 

the tablesaw by angling your 

tablesaw blade to 12° (Photo D). 

For reference, the sawn surface 

is the face that will contact the 

easel. Alternatively, this cut 

can be made on the bandsaw.

3 To prevent a starved joint, 

size the end-grain at the ends 

of the bottom (H) by applying 

assembly to the bench to safely 

To assemble a frame, clamp 

panel. Then cap the assembly 

A

B

C

Tip Alert

scratches and dings.

Bath towel
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a light coat of glue, waiting a 

few moments before adding 

fresh glue, and then clamping 

the sides (G) to the bottom. 

Check the assembly for square 

before setting it aside to dry.

4 Join the front (F) to the side/

bottom assembly (G, H), this 

time sizing the end grain of 

the sides before adding a fresh 

coat of glue to all the mating 

areas, and clamping as before.

5 Make the triangular corner 

the edge of a board and then 

free. Crosscut the pieces to 

length, and glue them into the 

corners of the box. No need for 

clamps; just rub them in place.

6 Rout the 1
2"-deep stopped 

a 11
2

router table with stopblocks 

mounted on an auxiliary fence, as 

shown in Photo E. Make the cut 

a skim cut for a smooth surface.

7 
gauge set to 12°, rip the 78° 

8 Lay out and drill 1
4" through-

holes in the box and tray aprons 

(J, L), where shown in Figure 2. 

Be sure to reference the front face 

of the aprons on the drill press 

table to keep the holes aligned 

properly. Slightly chamfer the 

holes on the outermost face so the 

connector bolts will seat properly.

9 Glue and clamp the box apron 

mating parts (G, H). Also glue and 

10 Temporarily clamp the 

chalk tray to the blackboard 

panel and the box to the drawing 

panel, centering them across 

the width of the easel and 

aligning the holes in the aprons 

so they’re 3" below the top edge 

of the bottom rails (C), where 

shown in Figure 1. Guiding a 1
4" 

bit through your apron holes, 

drill through the stiles (A).

Tilt the blade to 12° and adjust the fence so the cut 

D E

Figure 2: 

Box Bevel rear 
edge at 78°.

Rout a centered 
1 2"-deep groove with 
11 2" core box bit.

1"

1 4"-dia. hole

1 4"-dia. hole

1"

33 4"

78°

78°

1"

1"

78°

1"

78°

Stopblock
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Hinge the  
panels together
1 Glue and pin-nail or clamp 

the hinge blocks (M) to the top 

of the stiles (A), where shown 

in Figure 1. Make sure to 

orient the grain horizontally.

2 Lay the two panels head-to-

head on the bench, with their 

inside surfaces facing up. 

Check that the panels are 

in line with each other by 

laying a long straightedge 

against one edge of the panels. 

(A straight piece of plywood 

as shown in Photo F.

Make the side rails
1 Refer to the Cut List to mill 

the side rails (N) to thickness 

and width, and crosscut the ends 

to 78°, as shown in Figure 1.

2 Lay out the 1" hole for the 

paper roll dowel (P) on the 

inside face of each side rail, 

centering it across the rail’s 

length and width. Drill 3
8" 

deep into each rail with a 1" 

Forstner bit on the drill press.

3 Chuck a 1"-diameter straight 

bit in a plunge router and set it 

for a 3
8"-deep cut. Then set up a 

fence to rout the channel for the 

dowel, as shown in Photo G.

4 Temporarily clamp the side 

rails (N) to the frames using blocks 

clamped to the stiles so that the 

edges of each side rail align with 

the edges of the bottom rail (C), 

while set back 1 8" from the inside 

edge of the stile (A). Then mark 

the locations of the connector 

bolt holes in the ends of the side 

rails, as shown in Photo H.

5 Clamp each side rail in 

the bench vise, and use a 
1

4" bit to drill about 2" into 

each rail end (Photo I).

6 Drill the intersecting holes 

for the cross dowels using a 
13

32" brad-point bit on the drill 

press, as shown in Photo J.

Pull the top edges of the aligned panels together by clamping the hinge 
blocks. Then drill pilot holes for the screws, and install the hinges.

Rout the channel that connects the hole to the edge 
of the side rail by guiding the base of the router 
against a fence clamped to the workpiece and bench.

To mark the hole center in the end of each side 

holding the punch level and in line with the rail.

F

G H

Tip Alert

steel screws, as brass screws 
can strip or deform from 

screws with brass.
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7 Working on a low bench or 

8 
Cut List

Make the 

1 

9
16

2 1
4

3 
1

8

1
4

Photo K

4 

1

9
64

5 

6 

1 

Cut List

2 
Figure 1

9
64

1

3 

Cut List

1
8

4 

Using tape as a depth gauge, 
drill a hole in each end of the 
side rails. Two squares placed 
90° to each other help you 
drill straight and square.

blocks to the jig for stability when rounding their edges.

Drill the 33 8"-deep hole for 
each cross dowel on the drill 

rail against a tall fence.

I

K

J

, and 



 

1 Sand all of the parts, making 

particularly sure that the corners 

and edges are kid-friendly.

2 Disassemble everything, mask 

off the blackboard, and apply at 

least three coats of wiping varnish 

to protect against grimy li’l hands.

3 Orient each magnet to its 

mate so they attract each other, 

and mark them for assembly.

4 Brush epoxy into the magnet 

holes in the top rail (A), drawing 

panel (D), paper cutter (R, S), and 

the two paper holder decorative 

blocks (Q). Press and twist the 

magnets into the holes until 

they’re level or just slightly 

below the surface. Wipe away 

any excess epoxy with denatured 

alcohol. Wait a day for the 

epoxy to cure before putting the 

cutter into use on the frame.

1 Remount the hinges using 

brass screws, and reassemble 

the easel with the connector 

bolts and cross dowels as before.

2 
between the pockets in the side 

rails (N). (Note: Don’t apply 

roll spins better on bare wood.)

3 Stand the easel upright, 

and slip the dowel through the 

roll of paper and into the side 

rail pockets. Pull the paper up 

and over the drawing surface 

frame, and snap it in place with 

the paper cutter and paper 

holders. Stock the box with 

drawing supplies–and watch 

someone get creative!  ■

Qty. Mat’l
A 11 16" 3" 53" 4 C
B 11 16" 4" 241 2" 2  C
C 11 16" 6" 241 2" 2 C
D 1 2" 241 2" 30" 1 MDF
E 1 2" 241 2" 30" 1 MDF
F Box front 1 4" 21 2" 281 2" 1 C
G* 1 4" 21 2" 33 4" 2 C
H 1 4" 31 4" 28" 1 C
I* 11 16" 11 16" 2" 2 C
J* Box apron 1" 2" 271 2" 1 C
K 1" 3" 281 2" 1 C
L 1" 2" 271 2" 1 C
M 3 8" 11 2" 21 4" 4 C
N** 11 16" 6" 173 4" 2 C
O 11 16" 1" 4" 4 C
P 251 2" 1 C
Q 9 16" 21 2" 21 2" 24 M
R 1 2" 2" 261 2" 1 M
S 8" 1 C

* 
**
Ma
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PLUS 
  

1 8" R × 1 2" H × 1 2" S
#146203

 1 2" D 7 8" CL 1 2" SH # 147241

 1 4 # 06K90

 1 4 # 06K70

 # 50B05

 1 2" × 1 8  #150951

 1 2 Pint # 124270

 # 16R12

 #85F08
woodcraft.com  
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Improve blade 
tracking and 
extend the life of 

with this bristly 
bargain.

Transform your 
machine into a 
precision sawyer with 

Photos: Larry Hamel-Lambert

Bandsaw
Upgrades 

It’s no surprise that 

the bandsaw ranks 

as one of the hardest-

working machines in 

most woodshops. What’s 

really interesting is that 

the design of the venerable 

14" (wheel diameter) 

machine has remained 

largely unchanged for 

decades. The popularity 

and longevity of this 

ubiquitous workhorse has 

given manufacturers plenty 

of time to devise a 

bevy of upgrades 

and accessories. 

Choosing the 

right ones can 

soup up an old 

saw or transform 

a new machine into 

a super sawyer.

If you haven’t bothered to 

look under the your saw’s 

hood in a few years, or if you 

just bought a new saw, read 

on. Here is a dozen of our 

favorite add-ons. Many don’t 

cost much time or money, 

but can pay you back with a 

smoother running machine 

and cleaner, more accurate 

cuts. In a few cases, these 

accessories may help you 

tackle some new tasks.

 43

12 ways to supercharge 
(or spruce up) your 
favorite sawyer.
By Joe Hurst-Wajszczuk

Give your blade 
the support it 
needs without 

or dulling 
the teeth.

Shine light 
right where 
it’s needed for 

accuracy.

Keep blades 
running true 

that won’t 
crack or slip.

Instantly release 
blade tension and 
extend the life of 

and wheel bearings.

Double your saw’s 
resaw capacity to mill 
logs or saw veneer.
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 Cost: $34.99, (#09L06)
 less than a minute

[#158693, $17.99

 Cost: $10.49, (#148112)
 about a minute

with wide slots designed to accommodate the widest 
possible blade. This means that when using narrow 
blades, small workpieces can fall through the gap, leaving 

metal-on-metal contact dulls or degrades good blades.
Kerf inserts solve both problems. The zero-clearance 

inserts keep parts from falling through and can reduce 

 Cost: $7.99, (#146153)
 5-10 minutes

are good that there is a pile of sawdust hiding in 

1

2

3
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 Cost: $24.99, (#144969)
 less than 30 minutes

Cost: $24.99, (#144967)
 5 minutes

the tensioning arm 
(see the photo on page 
47), pop out the old 
spring, and drop in the 

more tension than 

much tension can 

Cost: $15.99
 5 minutes

without risk. Occasional contact 

the upper and lower guides.)

 

4

5 Cool 
Blocks6
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 Cost: $34.99, (#145530)
 10 minutes

Many older bandsaws (and newer saws that sit too long) 

$18.99). Unlike a straight fence, this 

to rotate the workpiece to stay on a line while keeping 
the blade a set distance away from the cut.

7

8 Cost: Fence $104.99 1 " Resaw Guide, $18.99
 seconds
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A riser block is not much more than a cast-iron block 
that sits on the frame between the upper and lower 
wheel, but by increasing a standard 14" bandsaw’s 
resaw capacity from 6" to 12", this simple spacer 

includes a longer guide post, bolts, and guards. The 
kit works with most 14" cast-iron saws, but to be 

the upper wheel assembly and installing the block.

block isn’t something you’ll want to take on and 

of 105"-long sawblades. Also, if your saw seems 
to bog down when making wider cuts, you might 

 Cost: $179.99
 30 minutes

saw reduces the wear and tear that constant tension can 

sits beneath the saw’s threaded tension arm. Most 

cast-iron frame in 

(While you’re 
making the upgrade, 

blade with a truing 
stone (#49H09, 
$13.69
scoring or burning, 
especially when 

By keeping 
chips or pitch 

or clogging 
teeth, Saw Blade Lubricant 
(#144624, $8.99
and produce smoother, quicker cuts. Simply press 

9

10 Cost: $109.99
 30 minutes

11

12

6"

Tension 
Spring
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A

 

Try your hand at chairmaking  
with this small scale project.

Overall dimensions:  
20"w × 20"d × 26"h

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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Turn the Legs
1 I prefer to split the leg (A) 

and stretcher (C, D) blanks 

from a short log, or bolt, that’s 

a few inches longer than the 

needed length. In addition to 

being quicker than sawing, 

splitting ensures straight-

grained blanks. If you don’t have 

access to suitable logs, feel free 

to bandsaw the blanks from 

8/4 stock. As you lay out your 

blanks, follow the long wood 

for maximum strength.

2 Cut the leg blanks to 27". 

Next, mount each leg blank on 

the lathe between centers and 

round to 11
2" diameter. For 

this, I use a 13
4" roughing gouge 

and a custom tool rest. (See 

“Leg- and Stretcher-Making 
Accessories,” page 51.)

3 Refer to the leg dimensions 

on the Exploded View, upper 

right, and Photo A, and make 

a leg story stick. Now remount 

the blank, set the tool rest 

about 1
16" away from the 

turning, and lay out the node 

Figure 1: Stool Exploded View

As the tenon swells, 
1 16

stretcher to leg.

Kerf for wedge

Rotate stretchers so 
that growth rings are 
perpendicular to leg’s 

see Seat Detail, 
page 52.

5 8" dia.

5 8" tenon, 
7 8" long

7 8" dia.

7 8" dia.

7 8" dia.

5 8" tenon, 
1" long

7 8" dia.

Drive wedges into split tenons, 
across the seat’s grain.

5 8
7 8" deep

1 8" node,
1 8" deep

5 8

1" deep

11 2" dia.

83 4"
4"

63 8"

53 16"

33 4"

15 16" dia.

13 16" dia.

Taper top to 

3"

Taper to 
tenon.

Tapered Reamer: Build (Or Buy) This First 

greenwoodworking.com
from handtoolwoodworking.com

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
handtoolwoodworking.com
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locations with a pencil. Use a 

parting tool and calipers to 

gauge the diameters, turn the 

node locations to size, and then 

switch to a 3
4

shaping the leg (Photo B), 

including the taper at the bottom 

of the leg, but not at the top.

4 Create a tapering guide like 

the one shown on page 51. Using 

a parting tool, turn the tip of the 

leg’s top end to 5
8". Locate the 

guide on the lathe bed so that 

its narrow end aligns with the 

upper end of the leg. Now, sight 

across the leg, and turn its taper 

to match the the guide (Photo C).

5 
prefer using a skew, but if you’re 

not practiced at this you can use 

sandpaper. Sand the leg through 

 

Remark the leg nodes using 

your story stick, and then use 

a skew chisel to cut 1
8"-deep 

V-grooves, or nodes, about 
1

8"-wide, as shown in Photo D. 

(Note: The nodes provide a 

useful reference for adjusting 

leg height and for locating the 

the remaining three legs.

6 Build the Super Simple Kiln, 

legs into the box, and let the 

tenons bake while you make 

Equilibrium Moisture Content 

(EMC)–here in the Southern 

Appalachians EMC is 12-18%–

they should be super dry in 24 

hours. (Note: Plan on baking the 

them into the seat, and again a 

Turn the seat
1 
board, glue up the seat (B) 

blank from narrower stock. 

Flatten the bottom face with 

a plane, bandsaw the blank 

round, and then attach a 

faceplate to the bottom face 

and mount it to your lathe.

2 True the edge of the blank 

with a roundnose scraper or bowl 

gouge, and then work the face-

grain from the edge to the center. 

Referring to the Seat Detail, 
page 52, dish out the top of the 

seat with a scraper or gouge. 

Next, cut the chamfer under the 

seat with a scraper or gouge. 

Sand the seat as needed, and 

then turn the decorative grooves 

with a small round scraper or 

gouge, and sand the grooves. 

Remove the seat from your lathe.

A B

C D

http://woodcraftmagazine.com


Here’s a simple, but perfectly 

Leg- and Stretcher-Making Accessories

1 8

 Oct/Nov 2014 51

Super-Simple Kiln

1 2 × 21 2 × 121 2

Base
1 × 6 × 141 2

1 2

11 2 × 21 2

5 8

17 8

Base
3 4 × 51 2

3 4

61 2

111 2

3 4

25°

http://woodcraftmagazine.com


3 Draw two intersecting lines 

at 90° to each other through 

the center of the seat’s top face, 

and lay out the locations of the 

leg mortises. (Making the lines 

perpendicular to each other and 

think positioning the lines at 45° 

is more visually pleasing, if you 

4 
on top of a piece of scrap. Set a 

it alongside the intended mortise 

parallel with a layout line, as 

shown in Photo F. Now sight 

the angle on the gauge and 
5 "-diameter through-

holes in the same manner.

5 
and position it so one mortise 

extends over the edge of your 

front of the reamer. (To do this, 

With a 6° reamer, the gauge 

a square on the layout line, as 

shown in Photo G, to serve as a 

guide against tipping the reamer 

to one side. Now taper the 

mortise so that the leg extends 
1

2" through the top face 

6 
measure the distance from the 

seat to the middle node, as shown 

in Photo H. Widen the tapers as 

52 woodcraftmagazine.com Oct/Nov 2014

Figure 2: Seat Detail

E

F

G

H

3 4"

1 2"

Drill 5 8

Use reamer 
to taper 

13 4"

5"

7"

53 4"

80°

1 2"

http://woodcraftmagazine.com


needed so that the seat-to-node 

distance is the same with all 

four legs. While the legs are still 

set in the seat, mark the kerfs 

for the wedges, orienting them 

parallel to the legs’ growth rings. 

Then rotate the legs so that the 

kerf lines run perpendicular 

Mark the legs so that they can 

in their corresponding holes 

Add the stretchers
1 Set the seat (B) upside down 

to a lower stretcher (C). Using the 

(Photo I
the lower stretcher (C), measure 

the distance from mark to mark 

(Photo J), and add 2" to account 

for the length of the 1"-long 

the other leg pair and mark the 

hole locations for the other lower 

stretcher. Finally, measure the 

node-to-node distance for the 

upper stretchers (D) and add 13
4" 

to allow for the 7
8"-long tenons.

2 Cut the lower stretcher 

(C) and upper stretcher (D) 

1" diameter, and then let the 

least 24 hours. Next, remount 

them on your lathe and turn 

them all down to 7
8". (Note: 

While you’re waiting for the 

 Oct/Nov 2014 woodcraftmagazine.com 53

Stretching a rubber band between 
the legs can help you gauge the 
centerpoint for the lower stretcher.

Extend a folding rule’s extension 

the exact stretcher length.

I J

Tip Alert
Don’t assume that your bit 
and open-end wrench will be a 

wrench that’s slightly undersized, 

diameter of your chosen bit.

Using an open-end wrench as a 
guide, carefully pare down the 

K

This clamping jig requires the help of a pair of pistol-grip 

cylindrical parts such as legs and spindles. To use, clamp 
it to your bench so that the beam is parallel with your 
benchtop, and then clamp the part to the support arms.

The mirror stand allows you to check the distance between 
the bit and bevel gauge from another vantage point. 
This will help you maintain your desired drilling angle.

Leg-Drilling Duo

Support arm
3 4 × 23 4 × 81 4"

Mirror
3 16 × 8 × 8"

Base
3 4 × 6 × 8"

Beam
3 4 × 3 × 18"

13 8"

Cut 90° notch, then 

Cut 3 8"-deep 
kerf at 60°.

1"

http://woodcraftmagazine.com


blanks to dry, build the Leg-
Drilling Duo, page 53)

3 Now remount the lower 

stretcher (C) blank, set the tool 

rest about 1
16" away, and lay out 

the node locations with the toe of 

a skew (refer to Figure 1  

for the node locations). To size 

the tenons, I use a 5
8" open-end 

wrench as a caliper (Photo K). 

(Whatever caliper you use, 

accuracy is important. When you 

pull the tenon from its mortise, 

you want to hear a “pop,” like 

when pulling a cork from a 

bottle.) Taper the ends of the 

stretcher down to the tenons, 

and then clean up the stretcher 

with a skew or sandpaper. Finally 

cut the 1
8"-deep nodes and 

1
16"-deep locking ring with the 

toe of the skew. Finish turning 

the remaining lower stretcher, 

then the two upper stretchers 

(D), in this same manner.

4 To determine the exact 

stretcher drilling angle, set 

a protractor against the 

seat bottom, as shown in 

Photo L, or you can set your 

bevel right off the leg.

5 Secure the clamping jig to 

your bench, and clamp a leg 

(A) to the support arms. Now 

drill a 5
8"-diameter × 1"-deep 

mortise for the lower stretcher 

(C) (Photo M). After drilling 

the remaining legs, brush glue 

in the mortises and on the ends 

of the lower stretchers. Rotate 

the stretcher (as shown in 

Stretcher/Leg Close-Up, 

page 49) so that the growth rings 

are perpendicular with the long 

legs so that the leg assemblies 

6 Insert the leg and lower 

stretcher assemblies (A, C) into 

the seat (A). Next, mark the 

location of each upper stretcher 

(D) hole on its corresponding 

node. (Note: In order to use 

employed when marking out 

the lower stretchers (C), you’ll 

need to cut the band in order to 

work past the stretchers that 

are already in place.) Wrap the 

band between two opposing legs 

on the middle nodes, pinch the 

band’s ends together, and mark 

the centerpoints. Repeat for the 

remaining pair of stretcher holes.

7 Using the clamping jig, secure 

a leg assembly (A, C) to your 

bench. Rotate the assembly so 

that the lower stretcher runs 

parallel to your bench. Double-

54 woodcraftmagazine.com 

Measure the angle of the leg, 
and then adjust your bevel gauge 
to match before drilling the 
legs for the lower stretchers.

Align the bit with the bevel 
gauge, and drill the lower 

to check the bit’s angle.

L M

Tip Alert

Clamp the stretcher parallel to the 
top of your bench, and drill the angled 
hole for the upper stretcher (E).

N

4" spade bit on 

from above the assembly, the 
bit’s spurs should align with 
the leg’s outside edges. If they 
don’t, it means that your mark is 
not top dead center.

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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check the mortise location 

using the tip on page 54. Now 

set the bevel gauge and mirror 

alongside the leg assembly, and 

drill a 7
8"-deep hole in the leg for 

the upper stretcher, as shown in 

Photo N. Position the opposite 

leg in the jig, drill it, and then 

repeat with other leg assembly.

8 Lay a leg assembly (A, C) on 

your benchtop. Apply glue to the 

mortises and tenons, and then 

drive in both upper stretchers 

(D). Next, place the remaining 

leg assembly on the bench, apply 

glue, and insert the stretchers. 

Allow time for the glue to dry.

1 
(A, C, D) into the seat (B), and 

mark where the legs meet the 

bottom of the seat. Remove 

the seat, and saw the wedge 

kerfs just shy of your marks. 

Cut a few wedges (E) from 

a scrap of dry hardwood.

2 Brush glue on the leg tenons 

and in the seat mortises, and 

into the seat. Using a mallet, 

pound the ends of the legs until 

the stool right-side up. Brush 

a little glue onto one side of 

each wedge (E), and then tap 

them into the tops of the legs.

3 
surface. Insert shims under 

the legs so that the stool is 

steady and the seat is level. 

Mark around each leg, as 

shown in Photo O, and then 

trim the legs with a backsaw. 

If you need to make additional 

minor adjustments, see tip, 

above right. Finally, chamfer 

the bottom edges with a 

knife to prevent chipping.

4 Once the glue is dry, trim the 

seat using a wide-sweep gouge, 

and then follow up with 150 

grit (or 400 grit for a natural 

correct any dents, dried glue, 

or pencil marks, and then apply 

■

Qty.
A* Legs 11 2" dia. 27" 4 M
B Seat 13 4" 14" 1 P
C* Lower stretchers 7 8" dia. 123 4" + 2 M
D* Upper stretchers 7 8" dia. 101 2" + 2 M
E Wedges 5 8" 1" 4 M

 

PLUS BUYING GUIDE
 1. Tapered Reamer $60
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Create a Milk Paint 
Masterpiece

Get a rich-looking 
right out of the bag.

If milk paint were invented today, 

it would be touted as a “no-VOC 

easily, dries quickly, and wears 

do yourself a favor and buy a 

 

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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Combine the water and powder, blend them, 

you reach the desired consistency.

Pour the paint through cheesecloth to catch solid 

strokes and dabs. Avoid leaving drips or puddles. 

bought gear. To reuse your brush, simply clean 
it with soap and water before the paint dries.

Prep the piece and the paint 
Because milk paint is so thin, surface prep must be 

meticulous. Fill dents, knots, and nail holes with 

allow time to dry, and then knock off any whiskers. 

paint, but this may require an extra coat of paint.

(Photo A

ten minutes, and then add water a spoonful at a 

(Photo B). (Note: Refrigeration can help keep paint 
from turning, but mixed milk paint goes bad in a 
day or two, so prepare only as much as you need.)

Brush it on

Photo C).  

four hours, and then apply a second coat. Give 

the piece a day to dry, and then rub it down with 

a maroon abrasive pad and 0000 steel wool. 

A

B

C

http://woodcraftmagazine.com


A few years back, a neighbor decided to paint one of the buildings in 

against it). Today, I’m happy to report that my fears were unfounded.

there’s not a single patch of chipped or peeled paint. Milk paint 

forming topcoat, but it’s as tenacious as any stain on the market.

on my new door and the other painted projects helped them 
blend in with their surroundings. The muted colors are a fast 
and easy way to add years of character to new wood.
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Milk paint can be left bare, but 

■

Take It Outside

Lexington Green - Bare

Mustard Yellow - Bare

Salem Red - Bare Oil-Based Topcoat Water-Based Topcoat Orange Shellac Topcoat

Many Faces of Milk Paint

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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QUALITY WOODWORKING TOOLS  
®

Kreg Shelf Pin Jig Kreg Jig R3

Rip-Cut Circular 
Saw Guide

Create Custom Home Projects 
With The KREG® DIY Project Kit 

The DIY Project Kit from Kreg® Tool combines three 

tools for creating custom home projects that will 

help keep your home organized. Using these three 

tools with your drill and circular saw you can build 

high-quality projects for your home easily and 

economically.

    Home Projects To Keep Your Home Organized

    Goods With Precision And Confidence

Simple 
    Pocket-Hole Joinery

    Evenly-Spaced  Holes That Hold Adjustable Shelves

    Project Plans

159560

http://woodcraft.com
http://woodcraftfranchise.com


Every woodworker needs 

a safe haven for well-loved, 

much-used hand tools. Whether 

enclosed in a cabinet, drawers, 

or simply hung on a wall, 

they deserve protection and 

organization. The challenge is 

fabricating holders for items 

that come in a vast array of 

shapes and sizes. Here, we’ll 

look at clever designs from 

several notable craftsmen, as 

well as some gems of my own. 

Most of these can be fashioned 

in short order from leftover 

wood and plywood. Although 

they represent only a fraction of 

the tools in most woodworkers’ 

hand-tool arsenals, I hope they’ll 

also serve as a springboard 

for your own designs.

Hand Tool 
Holders
Custom storage for 

By Andy Rae

60 woodcraftmagazine.com Oct/Nov 2014
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Creating a safe spot for your 

hand planes within a tool cabinet 

means metal bodies won’t 

make inadvertant contact with 

other planes or any other metal 

tools and, most importantly, 

your keen edges are protected. 

A plane gallery (right) with 

individualized compartments, or 

cubbies, provides this sanctuary 

and lets you see at a glance which 

plane is which. Scooped dividers 

separate planes and allow easy 

hand access to the totes.

Because of its limited depth, 

a plane gallery is more suited 

to storing smoothing planes 

(No. 4s), as well as smaller 

bench planes, block planes, and 

shoulder planes. To protect 

sharp blades, incorporate a 

strip rest, as shown in the 

drawing, to raise the plane sole 

at its rear. Alternatively, line 

the bottom of the cubbies with 

indoor/outdoor carpeting.

Storage of long truing planes 

(Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8) can be 

problematic because they’re 

too long to nose into most wall 

cabinets. (A No. 8 spans two 

feet!) Yes, you can place them 

sideways in a cabinet (parallel 

to the back), but then the ones 

in the front impede access to 

those in the rear. Also, standing 

these tall-handled tools on 

their soles can rob you of 

precious cabinet space above.

One answer is to make plane 

shelves (right) by laying long 

planes on their sides, positioning 

them horizontally against the 

back of a cabinet or on a wall 

shelf. To dress up a shelf, you can 

make it a replica of the plane’s 

customizing each shelf in this 

way helps you put your planes 

back in the correct order.

Plane Gallery

Plane Shelves

Design Tips

in a sensible fashion on your bench, clustering similar items like 
hammers together while leaving enough grasping room between 
them. To conserve space, nestle smaller items between larger ones. 
Determine which tools can be grouped in a single rack and which 
ones require their own holder. If something is to be mounted on a 
cabinet door, consider that it will need restraint of some sort. And 

for sharp edges to prevent injuring them or your hands.

you to alter the holder as your tool assortment evolves. And plan 

Planes
1 4 × 93 8 × 8"

Plane width plus 1 2"

1"
side dadoes. 1 4" groove,

1 4" deep1 2"

Glue 1 4 × 1 4" 
plane-raising 
strip to edging. 3 4 × 3 4" hardwood edging 3 4 × 91 2" plywood

3 4"-thick stock

Orient planes in 

for easier access.

1 8"

to plane side.

underside.

Trim 3 8

screws and plugs in 

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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A responsible tool holder 

allows for easy retrieval and 

replacement of its particular 

charges. A cabinet-mounted 

chisel rack (upper left) takes 

its job seriously. By offering 

up your chisels in a row, 

organized by size, a rack like 

this allows you to quickly 

select the right chisel for 

the job at hand and just as 

quickly put it away. As an 

tool will be conspicuous by 

its absence. The rack can be 

mounted to a deep “clamshell” 

cabinet door in one of two 

ways. Both designs are 

removable–an important 

feature that allows you to alter 

or replace the rack shelf to 

accommodate new recruits.

A bench-mounted rack 

(center left) makes sense 

when you want your tools 

within arm’s reach. A 5
8"-wide 

slot, conveniently located at 

the back of the bench, lets you 

store a variety of chisels as 

well as other straight-handled 

tools such as screwdrivers. 

The only downside is that 

you may have to remove 

the tools from the rack in 

order to work with large 

panels on your benchtop.

When working on a project 

that requires a number of 

chisels at the bench, consider 

a portable rack (lower left)

to prevent all those loose, 

sharp implements from 

rolling around. The rack 

shown here holds six chisels 

to keep them stable and 

protected while you work. 

If you’re a carver who needs 

to keep even more tools at 

hand, you can make a longer 

rack or even multiple racks.

Cabinet-Mounted Rack

Bench-Mounted Rack

Portable Rack

Chisels

1. Drill hole 1 8" 
smaller than base 
of chisel handle.

2. Saw out 
waste. (Suit 
width to tool.)

3. Rout 1 8"-
wide chamfer 
around hole.

Through dovetail 
cut in 1 2"-thick 
removable block.

3 4"-thick 
stock

Sliding dovetail 
cut into clamshell 
door frame.

Drill series of holes 

Drill 1 8 × 11 2

holes for awls, etc.

Make 1 × 3" rail 
same length 

5 8" × 2"-wide 

every 2-3 feet.

7 8 × 2" block,
83 4" long

45° chamfer

3 4" 7 8"

1" 13 8"
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Because of the variety of 

their shapes, sizes, and styles, 

couple of safe-storage solutions 

that offer easy accessibility. 

Enclosed-grip saws, such as tenon 

saws and Western panel saws, 

fashion on a “saw ledge” (upper 

right) screwed to a wall or case 

back. In this design, the teeth 

rest in a grooved wooden block 

of wood that incorporates a 

spinning turnbuckle to keep 

the saw securely in place.

all of the saws in your shop at 

a bargain, consider a saw shelf 

(center right). With this design, 

saws and backsaws to straight-

handled Japanese saws and 

no longer than two feet wide. 

Angled cuts in the shelf translate 

into longer slots, allowing you to 

saws, again saving space.

Coping saws, fretsaws, and 

different approach because their 

solution is to hang a saw on a pair 

of dowels, snugging each against 

blocks that are spread apart to 

stabilize the saw (lower right). 

One word of advice about saws 

and saw teeth: Whenever possible, 

in the saw’s holder, or pointed 

toward the back of a cabinet, to 

Saw Ledge

Saw Shelf

Frame Saw Brackets

Saws
5 16

Screw 1 2 × 
11 4

1 8
1 8" deep

3 4
3 8" deep 3 4 × 23 4"

13 4"

41 4"
12"

1 2"

21 2"

3 4 × 23 4"
1 8

1 4

1 2

edging

8"
3 4 × 71 8" 

Size groove 

1 × 5 8

30°
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Marking gauges can be particularly 

gawky tools with their odd-shaped 

fences, intersecting angles, and 

movable parts. Because of this, 

their designs require some head-

scratching for safe storage, especially 

if held on a door. The gauge’s fence 

wall or case, while a lower bracket 

captures the beam and holds it 

secure via a turnbuckle (upper 

left). Be sure to leave enough space 

above and below your gauge for its 

neighbors, as the length of the beam 

relative to its fence will change 

depending on the work at hand.

Many a try-square is beautifully 

mount such a tool in a holder that 

minimizes itself while showing off 

the square and, at the same time, 

securing it to its wall, case, or door 

(center left). Shapely brackets, made 

from a dense wood such as ebony, can 

be set into notches in a small shelf 

with the assembly then mortised into 

the cabinet back or other mounting 

surface. The rounded, protruding tips 

of the brackets retain the square’s 

fence, yet allow you to easily lift the 

tool up. A keeper at the bottom bolsters 

the back of the blade for stability.

Some of the best designs are simple 

designs, and this rack certainly 

nippers, and other grabbing and prying 

drawer, this rack lets you stand them 

up at attention, providing a quick 

inventory and offering up one of the 

handles on each tool for easy grasping. 

Compartment spacers prevent 

sideways tipping, and a lower ledge 

prevents pliers and wrenches (as well 

as any screwdrivers or other straight 

tools) from falling through the slots.

Marking Gauge Bracket

Try-square shelf

Pliers Rack

Measuring and Marking Tools

Pliers Rack

Size 5 16 × 11 2" top 
shelf to suit length 
of gauge fence.

#6 trim-head screw

Bevel edge 
to 45°.

Cut notches 1 8" bigger 
than thickness and 
width of gauge beam.

1 2 × 15 8" 

Turnbuckle
1 8 × 3 8 × 21 2"

#4 × 1" panhead  
screw

Bandsaw curve 

Make shelf width the 
thickness of square’s 
body minus 3 16".

Match length 
of 5 8"-thick 
shelf to inside 
face of body.

3 16 × 3 16" 
notch

1 8 × 1 8" tenon,
3 4" long

3 16 × 3 8" 
notch

3 16 × 1" bracket,
11 2" long

Bevel at 45° 

Suit notch to 

5 16 × 5 16" 
notch

1 4 × 1 2" keeper,
2" long

9 16 × 21 8" 
hanger bar

9 16 × 21 8" spacer,
1" long 21 2"21 2"

Glue and nail 
bar to spacer. 3 4 × 19 16" 

ledge
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In a contest of odd-shaped tools, 

hammers would be in the running. 

Even a typical claw hammer has 

a weird-shaped head that doesn’t 

make mounting easy. Sure, you can 

hang a hammer on two 8d nails, but 

that’s not a very elegant solution 

inside a nicely crafted tool cabinet.

Here’s an approach that looks 

classy and provides solid mounting 

without latches. Use blocks shaped 

underside to securely mount the 

tool on a door, wall, or cabinet back 

each block protrudes upward to 

restrain the tool, while allowing a 

quick lift to retrieve it. This organic-

looking design can accommodate 

many types and styles of hammers.

Hanging mallets and other 

pounders with symmetrical heads 

is an easier matter. This pegged 

mallet manager can accommodate 

6 to 10 mallets (depending on 

their sizes) and can be built in no 

time using a short 2×4 and some 

dowel stock (center right). Lay out 

the dowel locations to suit your 

collection, grouping hammers by 

common sizes in order to offset the 

dowel pairs to consolidate space.

Tabbed Hammer Holder

Tapping Tools

Scrapers

Mallet Manager

This stacker is all about 

providing instant access to 

your scraper collection while 

protecting the tools’ edges 

scrapers of various shapes, 

sizes and thicknesses and 

stacks them at an impressively 

steep angle of 20° for a clear 

view, allowing you to grab the 

right scraper without fuss. 

Screw the block to a wall, 

cabinet, or above a shelf in 

a spot near the bench.  ■

Scraper Stacker

3 8" 

Screw and/

3 16 × 3 8" 

3 4 11 2

5 8

5 8

45°

1 16

1 2"

20°

13 8"

3 4 × 21 2 × 9"

1 2"
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Ever since I designed and 

Build this simple slaphappy push toy.
Overall dimensions: 2"w × 91 2"l × 45 8"h

I hope that you enjoy making 
this toy for your friends and 

and not make this or any 

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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Figure 1: Beaver Exploded View

Make the body
1 

2

2

and 6 4

Figure 1

2 

3 Figure 1 and 

A

3 4"-wide stopped 3 8"-dia. hole

5 16"-dia. hole

Pin cam to axle 
with 1 8" dowel.

then drill 1 4
3 16

1 8"-dia. hole

5 16"-dia. hole

5 16"-dia. hole

Axle peg
13 4"-dia. wheel
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the shoulder lines for the 3
4"-

wide stopped groove on the 

beaver’s rear end, centering 

it across the thickness of the 

body. Next, set up a 1
2"-wide 

dado head on your tablesaw, 

adjust its height to 1", and then 

strike a line on your saw table 

indicating where the front of the 

cutter meets the plane of the 

table. Adjust the fence to saw 

to one of the groove shoulder 

lines, and start the cut. When 

the trailing end of the groove’s 

the mark on your saw, hold 

the block in place while you 

turn off the saw and wait for 

the blade to stop. Next, adjust 

the fence to cut the opposite 

groove shoulder, making the 

second cut in the same manner.

4 Using the pattern as a guide, 

mark a second stop line on the 

saw’s table (Photo A),  

and complete the stopped 

groove using the same two-

step approach (Photo B).

5 
a 1

4"-wide, 4-6 TPI blade, and 

6 At the drill press, position 

the body (A) upside-down with 

the beaver’s forehead resting 

against the table, as shown 

in Photo C, and drill two 5
16" 

holes for the teeth (B).

7 Remove the pattern, and then 

sand the edges and both faces 

of the body (A) through 120 

grit. (You can use an oscillating 

spindle sander, but I prefer a 
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B

D

C

Tip Alert

contact with the bit.

backer
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1"-wide belt sander (Photo D).  

To better negotiate inside curves, 

I ripped a 1" dowel in half and 

screwed it to the platen.)

8 Rout the entire body (A) with 

a 1
4" quarter-round bit. (When 

shaping small parts, I prefer to 

clamp my compact router table 

to my workbench and use it like 

a mini router table. See Photo F, 

page 70.) Lastly, hand-sand the 

routed edges through 120 grit.

9 Cut two short pieces of 5
16" 

dowel for the teeth (B). Lightly 

chamfer an end of each tooth, 

and then glue that end into the 

body (A). Once inserted, use a 

bandsaw to even out the lengths 

of the teeth, and then cut the 

inside curves. Use a round 

dowel to remove saw marks.

10 Trim the shafts of two 

axle pegs to 3
4" in length to 

make the eyes, and then glue 

them into the body (A).

Make the tail
1 
(C) side view pattern to a 11

2"-

thick block that’s 2" wide and 

at least 6" long. Position the 

pattern so that the tail’s back 

edge touches the end of the block 

and its bottom edge touches 

the bottom edge of the block.

2 Using a drill press, bore the 
3

8" through-hole for the tail 

pivot (E). Now, bandsaw the 

bottom faces through 120 grit.

3 
pattern to the top face of 

the block, again aligning the 

pattern’s back edge with the 

corresponding end of the block. 

Next, attach a fence to the 

against the table and cut the 

shoulders of the pivoting  

section (Photo E) so that the  

 

Next, saw the round rear 

the tail through 120 grit.

4 Rout the tail’s round section 

with a 1
4" quarter-round bit. The 

angle of the tail makes routing 

the top face a little tricky. Using a 

compact router helps (Photo F),  

but the angled section limits 

the bit’s reach, so use a rasp to 

Make the cam  
and add the wheels
1 From 1

2"-thick stock, use 

a 1" holesaw to make the tail 

cam (D). Plug the hole created 

by a holesaw with a dowel, 

a 1
4" through-hole, where 

shown on the Patterns page.

2 Cut the tail pivot (E) about 
1

8" longer than the width of 

the body (A), and lightly round 

over one end to prevent it 

from snagging any edges when 

inserted through the body and 

cam. Next, position the body (A) 

 

in the groove. (It may help  

to position the body so that  

the tail hangs off the edge of  

your bench). Begin tapping the 

tail pivot through the body 

and tail, and stop when the 

dowel just enters the hole on 

the far side of the body. Put a 

little glue on the inside of the 

pivot hole, and then drive the 

dowel home. Wipe off excess 

glue from the dowel, and 

3 Cut the axles (F) to length 

and again round over one end 

to prevent snagging. Apply 

glue inside a front wheel, 

place it on wax paper, and 

tap an axle in place. Repeat 

with a back wheel and axle.

4 Put a dab of glue in the 

remaining front wheel. Rest 

the body (A) on its side, place 

the wheel under the front axle 

hole, and then insert the front 

axle from the top. (You may 

need to tap the axle with a 

hammer to drive it home.)

5 Insert the rear axle (F) into 

the body (A), and through the 
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tail cam (D). Set the remaining 

free wheel under the body (I 

suggest positioning the  

assembly directly over a dog 

way into the wheel (Photo G).  

Apply glue in the wheel hole, 

Once the glue has cured, 

6 Drill a 1
8" hole through 

the tail cam (D) and rear 

the dowel with a 1
8" dowel. 

Afterward, make sure to 

smooth away any projection, 

which can interfere with the 

lifting motion of the tail.

7 
it away. Enjoy the show 

out how the beaver seems 

to move on his own.  ■
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Beaver Cut List
Part Thickness Width Length Qty. Mat’l

A* Body 11 2" 31 4" 61 2"  1 C
B* Teeth 5 16"-dia. 1" 2 B
C* Tail 11 2" 2" 6" 1 C
D Tail cam 1 2" 1"-dia. 1 C
E* Tail pivot 5 16"-dia. 1½" 1 B
F* Axles 1 4"-dia. 21 8" 2 B

 
Materials: C=Cherry, B=Birch 

Convenience-PLUS BUYING GUIDE
 1. 5 16" dia. × 36" Birch Dowel #848489 $0.99

 2. Axle Pegs 7 32" dia. × 13 16" long, (8) #153635 $2.99

 3. 1 4" dia. × 36" Birch Dowel #50D01 $0.89

 4. Wheels 13 4" dia., 1 2" wide, 1 4" axle hole, (12) $5.29

 5. 1 8" dia. × 36" Birch Dowel #848487 $0.69
Above items are available at Woodcraft stores, woodcraft.com or by calling (800) 225-1153. 

bench so that the dowel doesn’t split the block.

G

Finishing Touches

and then wipe away any excess. Reapply if the wood begins to look dry. 

About Our 
Author
David 

has been 
designing 

wooden 
mechanical 

toys for more than 30 years. 

; David’s 

ready-made toys and learn 

inspire his designs, check 

F

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
http://woodcraft.com
wildlife-toys.com
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Clamp, sand and finish
in minutes 
No activator required
Minimizes clamping time
Developed for joinery

Handy Magazine

 2013 Innovation Award 

Honorable Mention

422 Wards Corner Rd, Suite B
Loveland, OH 45140 

Winner of 2013
AWFS Visionary

Award

Change the way
you build!

Change the way
you build!

Water free formula!

Phil Lowe
Will Neptune

Steve Latta
Peter Galbert

and more!

Featuring hands-on 
classes for all skill 

levels taught 
by nationally 

known craftsmen 
including

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
http://cormarkint.com
mailto:sales@nexabond.com
http://www.schoolofwoodworking.com
nexabond.com


Premium Game Call Turning Kits

Turn your very own double reed STAT Premium Duck Call today with this two-piece kit. Proudly made in the 

USA, this durable polycarbonate kit will provide improved sound quality to make this your favorite go-to duck 

call. Combine kit with a beautiful accent band to add strength and value to your game call.

159350   Dbl. Reed Duck Clear, Polished (A)
159351   Dbl. Reed Duck Clear, Matte (B)
159352   Dbl. Reed Duck Green, Polished (C)
159353   Dbl. Reed Duck Green, Matte (D)
159354   Dbl. Reed Duck Black, Polished (E)
159355   Dbl. Reed Duck Black, Matte (F)
159356   Dbl. Reed Duck Amber, Polished (G)
159357   Dbl. Reed Duck Amber, Matte (H)
159631   Dbl. Reed Duck Pink, Polished (I)

Available in five colors and two finishes!

QUALITY WOODWORKING TOOLS  
®

159632   Dbl. Reed Duck Pink, Matte (J)
159358   Brass Accent Band, Plain (K)
159361   Brass Accent Band, Knurled
159359   Chrome Accent Band, Plain (L)
159362   Chrome Accent Band, Knurled
159360   Gunmetal Accent Band, Plain
159363   Gunmetal Accent Band, Knurled (M)
159364   Tooling/Turning Kit (N)
159365   STAT Premium Duck Call Lanyard (Single) (O)

(A) (B) (C) (D)

(E) (F) (G) (H) (I) (J)

(N)

(L)

(O)

(K)

(F)

(M)

225 3. 14WD11P 
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Compared to other woods, 

about the only similarity one can 

claim is that black palm comes 

from a tree. Neither a softwood 

nor a hardwood (technically, it’s 

a grass), it displays no growth 

rings, has zero knots, shows no 

medullary rays, and exhibits 

such as curly or quilted. And 

because the trunk is branchless, 

Unlike other trees where the 

best stock is found in harder 

heartwood, the best black palm 

boards come from trunk’s 

hardened outer layer. Surprisingly, 

this section contains no sapwood.

Examine a block of black palm, 

quill-like streaks blended into a 

tan background. For this reason, 

as porcupine wood. As you rotate 

the block, you’ll notice that the 

on all four sides, making any 

edge grain meaningless. If this 

species ( ) 

black palm’s real bombshell when 

you study its end grain. It appears 

that someone painstakingly 

stippled tiny black dots onto 

a tan background, as shown 

below. This look is completely 

unlike anything you’ll see in 

other woods. But except for the 

colors, the dotted pattern is 

similar to what you see at the 

cut end of a piece of bamboo.

This relationship to bamboo 

isn’t coincidental because it, like 

black palm, is a monocot. Both 

are members of the monocot 

sprout with a single leaf. (Most 

hardwoods are dicots, which 

produce two-leaf seeds.) Besides 

bamboo, other monocots 

include grasses, banana, 

rice, wheat, and corn.

Black palm can soar 

trunk diameter sometimes 

the outer portion of the tree 

produces usable wood, the 

sizes sold in the U.S. are 

typically restricted to spindle 

squares and narrow boards.

History in woodworking

with narrow pieces, much larger 

sizes are accessible within Indian 

and Asian forests containing the 

as rafters, fence posts, or parts 

for building boats and furniture.

Today, in the United States, 

black palm is more frequently 

used for knife scales, tool 

handles, boxes, pens, pool cues, 

and other small turned objects. 

Strips of end-grain black palm 

make eye-catching inlays.
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Spotlight on Black Palm
Shake hands with a weird wood.

Wood

It’s a fact that…
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Where the wood  
comes from

What you’ll pay

4

8 × 

 
wooddynamics.net

■

Cost Moderately high

Moderate/high 
(comparable to 
wenge and padauk)

Very good

Moderate

High

possible

Hand and 
power tools

Uses
Pens, pool cues, 
boxes, knife and 
tool handles, inlays

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
http://wooddynamics.net
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For A Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit woodcraft.com Or Call 800-225-1153.  
HELPING YOU MAKE WOOD WORK®

14WD11P3

For Information On Woodcraft Retail Franchise Opportunities, visit woodcraftfranchise.com

(A)

(B)

(C)

Originally advertised as a plane for heavy stock 

removal across the grain, the No. 62 has found a 

home as a smoother and is quite popular among 

collectors. The WoodRiver® No. 62 is faithful to the 

original design, but is almost a full pound heavier 

at approximately 4.6 lbs. 

Features:
Body Cast From Ductile Iron, With A Bed Angle Of 12°

158755 No. 62 Plane (A) ...................... reg. $199.99
158756 25° Bevel Blade (B) .................. reg. $19.99
158757 40° Bevel Blade (C) .................. reg. $19.99

25°

40°

The WoodRiver® No. 62 
Low Angle Jack Plane

Available At Your Local 
Woodcraft Store & Online!

http://woodcraft.com
http://woodcraftfranchise.com
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The Market

505-948-0571

Incredibly accurate!
• Furniture
• Gunstocks
• Millwork
• Decoys
• Musical 

   Instruments

Thousands of Uses!

www.radarcarve.net 
www.RadarcarveR.com

Wood Carving Duplicators

NAILS, TACKS & BRADS

National Hardware has everything you need to complete your woodworking project.

800.346.944518072

NOW AVAILABLE AT WOODCRAFT

For a Complete Catalog 

®

  Tel: 1.877.346.4747 

  

TUS e-mail: wecare touchupsolutions.com@

Wood Touch-Up  Repair Products 

Stocked & Serviced at your local

Buying locally will save you time & money with

Please call or email us today

NO shipping & handling cost! 

Woodcraft Customer Service: 1-800-535-4482

DIMENSIONAL LUMBER,  
COUNTERTOPS,

VENEERS, PLYWOOD

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
http://www.radarcarve.net
mailto:wecare@touchupsolutions.com
mailto:Sales@Brand-First.com
http://www.Brand-First.com
http://PTownSubbie.com
http://www.woodfinder.com
http://www.bealltool.com
mailto:wecare@touchupsolutions.com
http://WWW.NWBAMBOO.COM
http://www.pswood.com/
http://WWW.TARTERWOODWORKING.COM


Create-A-Bed®

Toll Free 1-877-966-3852
www.wallbed.com

Piston-lift 
mechanism kit 

includes  
step-by-step 

construction plans 
and instructional 

DVD

Need more space?
Build your own  

murphy bed.

Contact: Kiah Harpool  
at (304) 865-5268  

or e-mail at: 
Kiah_Harpool@The Market

ADVERTISE IN
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Visit us today to see what we can do for you at 
www.AmericanSpecialtyHardwoods.com 

or contact our sales manager, Jerry, at 

(517) 403-3586

American Specialty Hardwoods 
is wishing Woodcraft Magazine a 

happy 10 year anniversary!

American Specialty Hardwoods provides high 
quality fi gured wood from Michigan, like tone 
woods, live edge table tops, and craft woods 
for craftsmen, luthiers, and artisans.

• Curly or fl ame 
 soft maple
• Hard maple

• Spalted wood
• Walnut
• Cherry

Boeshield T-9®, developed by Boeing, is the
solution for the lubrication and protection of
your woodworking tools. Boeshield T-9®,
along with Rust Free™ and Blade & Bit™,
is the total care system you’ve been looking
for to protect your tool investment. 

For more information contact us at 
800-962-1732 or at www.boeshield.com.

"There's only one choice for protectant as far as
we're concerned: Boeshield T-9®." WOOD Magazine

March, 2004

www.blokkz.com

Universal Clamping Blocks (UCBs) Woodworker’s Centering Punch
Easily clamp a wide variety of joints Fast, easy & accurate center punching

Unique tools for 
woodworkers 

Made in 
the USA

Th
e 

“S
qu

id
”

http://www.wallbed.com
http://woodcraftmagazine.com
http://www.AmericanSpecialtyHardwoods.com
http://www.boeshield.com
http://www.blokkz.com
http://www.pottershophollow.com
mailto:dboyt@netins.net
http://woodcraftmagazine.com
http://www.RoyalwoodLtd.com


For A Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit woodcraft.com Or Call 800-225-1153. 14WD11P2

Woodcraft ® And Tool Box SM By Woodcraft ® Stores In Your Area: 

® 

Alabama
Birmingham/Pelham:
 205-988-3600
Arizona
 Phoenix/Chandler:
 480-539-9663

Tucson:
 520-742-9663
California
 Orange County/
 Fountain Valley: 
 714-963-9663
 Sacramento:
 916-362-9664
           San Carlos:
   650-631-9663
                   Ventura:
 805-658-9663
    Colorado
 Colorado Springs:
 719-266-9889
 Denver:
 303-290-0007
 Loveland:
 970-292-5940
Connecticut
 Hartford/Manchester:
 860-647-0303
 Norwalk:
 Woodworker's Club
 203-847-9663

Delaware
 Wilmington/New Castle:
 302-323-0400
Florida
 Jacksonville:
 904-721-9796
       Orlando:
 407-260-5002
 Tampa/Clearwater:
 727-532-6888
Georgia
 Atlanta:
 770-587-3372
Hawaii
 Honolulu:
 808-841-9876
Idaho
 Boise:
 208-338-1190
Illinois
    Woodridge:
   630-435-9663
Indiana
 Indianapolis:
 317-578-3400
Kansas
 Kansas City/Lenexa: 
 913-599-2800
Kentucky
 Lexington:
 859-231-9663

 Louisville:
 502-671-0900
Maryland
 Rockville:
 Woodworker's Club
 301-984-9033
Massachusetts
 Boston/Woburn: 
 781-935-6414
   Boston – Walpole:
   508-668-2413

   West Springfield:
 413-827-0244
Michigan
 Detroit Area:
  Canton: 
  734-981-6808
  Sterling Heights:
  586-268-1919
 Grand Rapids:
 616-957-9663
 Saginaw:
 989-249-6662
Minnesota
 Minneapolis/
 Bloomington:
 952-884-3634
Missouri
 St. Louis/
 Maryland Heights:
 314-993-0413

 Portland/Tigard:
 503-684-1428
Pennsylvania
 Allentown:
 610-351-2966
 Harrisburg:
  717-939-6770
 Philadelphia/
 Downingtown:
 610-873-5660
South Carolina   
 Greenville:

864-627-8760
Tennessee
 Chattanooga:
 423-710-8001
      Knoxville:
 865-539-9330

Nashville:
 615-599-9638
Texas
 Austin:
 512-407-8787
 Dallas/Addison:
 972-422-2732
 Fort Worth:
 682-334-1025
 Houston:
   281-880-0045
 South West Houston:
 281-988-9449

 San Antonio:
 210-545-5885
Utah
 Salt Lake City/
 South Jordan:
 801-566-5652
Virginia
 Leesburg:

703-737-7880
 Norfolk:
 757-466-1166
 Richmond:
 804-355-3945
 Roanoke:
 540-366-7144
 Springfield:
 703-912-6727
Washington
 Seattle:
 206-767-6394
 Spokane:

509-892-9663
West Virginia
 Parkersburg:
 304-485-4050
Wisconsin
 Appleton/Fox Cities:
 920-730-9663
 Madison:
 608-273-8868
 Milwaukee/New Berlin:
 262-785-6770

New Hampshire
 Portsmouth/Newington:
 603-433-6116 
New York
 Rochester:
 585-292-9690   
North Carolina
 Charlotte/Matthews:
 704-847-8300
 Raleigh:
 919-781-1911
Ohio
 Cincinnati:
   513-407-8371 
   Cleveland/
   Oakwood:
 440-232-7979
 Columbus:
 614-273-0488
 Dayton:
 937-438-1282
 Toledo:
 419-389-0560
Oklahoma
 Oklahoma City: 
 405-748-8844
 Tulsa:
 918-384-0100
Oregon
 Eugene:
 541-685-0677

The American 
Woodshop

www.wbgu.org/americanwoodshop www.thomasjmacdonald.com
We are also proud to provide major funding for
the two-time Daytime Emmy® Award-nominated 
public television series and recipient of four Telly 
Awards, Rough Cut – Woodworking with 
Tommy Mac.

Season Five projects include: Patio Prep Station, Arts 
& Crafts Rocking Chair, Pencil Post Bed, Windsor 
Chair, Simple Shaker Night Stand And Finishes, 
Linen Press, Pt. 1 And Pt. 2, Hall Tree And Bench, 
Queen Anne Table, Shaker Style Clock, Gate Leg 
Table, Frank Lloyd 
Wright-Inspired Light 
Pendants and 
China Cabinet 

    ROBCOSMAN
“YOUR HAND TOOL COACH” 

Woodcraft is privileged to partner with 
Rob Cosman,“Your Hand Tool Coach,” featured 
on the educational handtoolworkshop.com.

Rob Cosman’s daily online episodes teach the 
proper use of hand tools and power tools in a 
motivational and educational way. Hand-tool 
demonstrations are Tuesdays and Thursdays, 
and power tools are demonstrated Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays.

Purchase any WoodRiver® Hand Plane, 
and receive a one-month FREE 
subscription to Rob’s online 
workshop.

www.RobsWorkshop.com

Photo © 
Anthony Tieuli 

for WGBH 
Educational 
Foundation

Since 1928, Woodcraft has been committed to providing quality tools, supplies and advice 
to our customers. From providing in-store classes and demonstrations to funding educa-
tional woodworking programming, Woodcraft has remained steadfast in our commitment 

to the beginner, intermediate and experienced woodworker for over 80 years running.

We’ve 

Moved

We’re 

Moving

Now Open

Woodcraft is pleased to continue sponsorship of 
The American Woodshop with Scott and 
Suzy Phillips, now in its 22nd season on PBS.

Season 22 – “Scott And Suzy – Bringing It Home” 
Fantastic Home Accents – Hand Skill Builders 
13 episodes with woodworking tips for every 
skill level.

Techniques include: turning, joinery, tool tune-ups, 
making  jigs, bench building, furnituremaking and 
cabinetmaking! It’s Tool Time!!!

Join Scott and Suzy to get the most out of your 
woodshop tools!

http://woodcraft.com
http://www.wbgu.org/americanwoodshop
http://www.thomasjmacdonald.com
http://handtoolworkshop.com
http://www.RobsWorkshop.com
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